Do you know someone who smokes? Please give them this information. It could
save their life!

Smoking kills 48,000 people each year in Canada.
That’s 132 people a day! If 132 people died every day in a
plane crash we would not tolerate it.

Need we say more? Its time to live!
Its time to take back control!
613-858-5688
www.MrHypnosis.us
Quit with a friend and save 10% (or if you have a group of 6 or more we can come to your
company board room) *Few or no cravings *No withdrawal symptoms
*90% success (compared to 25% with patch)

More below………….

A recent study suggests that most smokers would like to quit but they don't think they can.
Over 12,000 people were asked why they smoked and over 90% of them said they can't quit. Well here
is some good news. You CAN quit. If you smoke, or know someone who does, direct them to
www.MrHypnosis.us then click on smoking, then article in New Science Journal
and click on - "article in new scientist journal" at the bottom of the smoking cessation information.
This talks about a study comparing the analysis of over 600 other studies involving 72,000 people
& the most effective way to stop smoking.........and guess what..........Hypnosis is the most successful
way. Period!
Anyone can be hypnotized if they choose to. So if you want to be smoke free call us.

In March /05 WE were on the New RO (now called A-Channel) along with a Health nurse from the
City of Ottawa. We hypnotized a lady to quit smoking (the TV station picked her) and the health nurse
helped 2 people to quit with the patch (or tried to). We were back on TV in three weeks to see how
the people were doing. One lady on the patch did not quit at all, the other one quit but was quite
agitated and admitted to having severe withdrawal symptoms & cravings. Our client was smoke free
with no cravings, no withdrawal, no weight gain, only positive symptoms ie; more energy, smelled better,
etc;. The statistics are clear. In 2001 the City of Ottawa stop smoking program revealed they had a 23%
success rate with the patch & 43% success rate with Zyban. We have a 90% success rate.
Need we say more? Don’t be a statistic. Its time to live! You can do it! Call now! 613-858-5688
or email dave@MrHypnosis.us
We look forward to meeting you & helping you succeed.
Sincerely,

Dave Hallett

CH,(Certified Hypnotist)

Did you know…Hypnosis is successful in the areas of stress, phobias, eating
disorders & weight control, smoking, insomnia, self-confidence, motivation, relationships and other
areas that lead to unhappiness, dysfunction, or difficulty in achieving personal goals

.

